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If you've accumulated assets in life and need to be sure that all your estate 
matters will be handles by professionals when you pass away, then our team will 

make sure your assets are managed according to your wishes.

YOUR #1 PROVIDER OF LEGALTECH & ESTATE PLANNING
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The laws of succession fulfil an important economic function as they

regulate the transfer of your wealth upon death. We know that

professional administration of deceased estates not only addresses the

inevitable consequences of your death, but it also ensures the

continuation of quality of life for the next generation.

When you come to the end of your life, everything that remains of your

assets after all financial obligations have been settled passes to your

beneficiaries. The objective should, therefore, be to leave your loved

ones an estate that is as close to debt-free as possible.

Similarly, the laws of succession also play a very important emotional

function associated particularly with maintaining and protecting your

family history and values. Your dreams, hopes and history die with you

unless they are preserved for the benefit of your extended family and

loved ones.

However, like most of us, we understand you simply want to get on with

life and not worry about what happens when you pass away. However,

you also don’t want to leave your family with a mess and without an

inheritance that you could have prevented.

The combination of our vault with our unique services creates the new

fiduciary strategy - another first by Myprotector.
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Myprotector is an INDEPENDENT organisation that specialises in

securing and facilitating your private data for deceased estate

purposes while preserving your family history for future

generations.

Your Family’s Legacy Matters



SECURE PRIVATE INFORMATION STORAGE

The private cloud vault includes 52 sections for securely storing the locations of your essential financial, 

emergency, estate and family heritage information for deceased estate purposes. 

MYPROTECTOR EXECUTOR VAULT SERVICES

Built into every LegalTech Vault is a suite of services that are uniquely designed to create the best solution 

for deceased estate and family heritage preservation.

PLANNING GUIDANCE

The private cloud vault includes a unique step-by-step strategy for financial, emergency, estate and 

family heritage planning.

EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY

Educational guides, articles and news feeds about financial, estate and heritage planning issues are 

distributed through the vault to keep you informed.
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Independent LegalTech Vault

Product position
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HOW IT WORKS
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CAPTURE

SUBSCRIBE 
and capture your 

essential information

NOTIFY

Set-up your vault's 

myICE emergency 

notification system 

to notify your key 

contacts

SECURE

Get your FREE legal will, 

other legal documents 

and fiduciary services 

agreement to protect 

your estate

SWITCH

Your executor gets 

notified and given 

access to your 

private vault when 

you pass away

PRESERVE

Your family history 

gets preserved on 

the global heritage 

archive for future 

generations 
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WHAT DO WE KNOW THAT'S GUARANTEED? 

You will die and you will want your wishes to be legally carried out

The courts will need to wind-up your estate according to the law

Your family will have to pay cash for the legal costs before they can inherit 

WHO SUFFERS THE MOST?

People who don't have a court accepted Legal Will

Families who don't have cash to pay the costs

People who don't earn enough to save for the future 

Families who do have assets but don't have cash

People who do have kids but don't have a legal plan for them 

People who can't afford legal representation 
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LegalTech Services

PRIVATE LEGALTECH VAULT

The modern family requires modern solutions to their planning needs. Myrpotector was 
built a secure and professional repository that you can access when planning all your 
affairs. This vault and its services are linked to all your key contacts.

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN

We'll help you build the best plans for your life by providing you with practical services 
for each stage of your journey.

LEGALTECH HOSTING PLATFORM 
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Legal Services

MODERN LEGAL WILL DOCUMENT DRAFTING

Our attorneys will assist you with your basic legal documentation and will advise you 
about what issues you need to look out for when planning for your legal whishes.

Legal planning consultation ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R150

Basic SINGLE Legal Will drafting ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R200

Advanced SINGLE Legal Will drafting by Myprotector ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R300

Existing Legal Will update by Myprotector legal team ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R200

Basic Power of Attorney document drafting ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R250

Basic Living Will document drafting ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R200

PLANNING SERVICES
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Financial Services

MODERN FINANCIAL ACTION PLANS

Myprotector guides you through the maze of planning your financial matters. You will 
have unique access to our education hub and our designed action plan that steers you 
along the way to your financial goals.

Basic financial planning assessment online ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Personal goals and aspirations hub ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Personal bad debt strategy ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Personal savings strategy ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Online financial education articles and support ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Basic estate planning consultations ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R150

Estate education and support ** Principal member INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Estate liability assessment ** Principal member INCLUDED *  Up to max of R250

Legal will storage ** Principal member INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Testamentary trust storage ** Principal member INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 
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Estate Services

MODERN SOLUTIONS FOR ASSETS

Our attorneys will show you where you need to plan and protect your estate from 
unnecessary costs. Your action plan will highlight areas of risk so that you have a good 
sense of what to learn about and where to access support.
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Heritage Services

MODERN FAMILY HISTORY

The Heritage Archive was established as a private and exclusive portal, dedicated to 
families who have a LegalTech vault with the Myprotector Group (Pty) Ltd, to preserve 
their family's history and heritage.

Heritage planning strategy ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Heritage education and support ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Family Heritage Archive ** Principal member & spouse INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE 

Additional Family Trust assessment Subject to independent assessment QUOTED NOT AVAILABLE 

Trust protector services for your own trust Subject to independent assessment QUOTED NOT AVAILABLE 

Produce a physical life story Book for your family Subject to independent assessment QUOTED NOT AVAILABLE 
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Deceased Estate Indemnity Services 

EXECUTOR AND TRUSTEE APPOINTMENT

Myprotector appoints its inhouse attorneys to administer the deceased estate in order that we 
deliver on the agreement our members receive.

DECEASED ESTATE EXECUTOR SERVICES 1

Myprotector's network attorneys offers free executor services for the first R1.5 Million 
valuation of your estate, subject to Myprotector being nominated the executor within the 
Modern Legal Will.

DECEASED ESTATE EXECUTOR SERVICES 2

Should your estate become valued above R1.5 Million, then Myprotector offers its executor 
services at 3% through a network attorney.

TESTAMENTARY TRUST ADMINISTRATION

Myprotector appoints its inhouse trustees to administer the testamentary trust on behalf of 
the nominated beneficiaries.

CONVEYANCING ATTORNEY SERVICES

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector will cover the cost of a property 
transfer for your family by paying the conveyancing attorney fees as part of our services.

MASTER'S OFFICE FEES

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector will pay the fee that is charged 
by the Master of the high court for deceased estate purposes.

ADVERTISING FEES

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector will pay for the 2 adverts that are 
placed in the local newspaper and the government gazette.

DECEASED ESTATE FAMILY SERVICES 

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector provides family administration 
services alongside estate administration services that fall outside the responsibility of an 
executor.

KEY CONTACT NOTIFICATION SERVICE

All your planning is managed via a communication technology that keeps you and your work 
on the right track. A host of automated communication triggers are embedded within the 
Myprotector platform to ensure an effective, efficient and seamless flow of pertinent 
notifications/updates to all relevant parties, your financial advisor, your executor and family 
for FREE.
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DECEASED ESTATE SERVICES

The below services are only provided to members by our network of attorneys:
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Family Risk Services

FUNERAL COSTS

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector will subsidise the funeral expenses 
for any of the bills relating to the funeral as part of our services. We don't pay-out a cash lump 
sum because we want to make sure the actual costs for the funeral are paid for and the money 
is not squandered or misused. (see co-payment threshold values below)

DAY-TO-DAY LIVING EXPENCES

If your estate is valued up to R1.5 Million, then Myprotector will pay for the day-to-day 
household running expenses before any inheritance from your estate as part of our services. 
(see co-payment threshold values below)

CO-PAYMENT THRESHOLD LIMITS:

The Threshold services are subsidised by Myprotector up to specified values which then 
accumulate towards the annual threshold overall limits. When you pass away, your family will 
have access to these values and Myprotector will pay the bills for certain deceased estate costs. 
When the threshold limits are reached, your estate will be responsible to pay the outstanding 
cost of the deceased estate. Each member within your plan will receive the full values when 
they pass away.
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Per Single Person

1st Year = R15 000 

2nd Year+ = R25 000

Deceased estate family management system ** Principal member INCLUDED

Conveyancer fees ** Principal member Up to 100% of available annual threshold

Master's fees ** Principal member Up to 100% of available annual threshold

Advertising costs ** Principal member Up to 100% of available annual threshold

Protection for funeral costs ** Principal member Up to 100% of available annual threshold

Day-to-day living expenses ** Principal member Up to 100% of available annual threshold

Deceased estate executor fees for first R500 000 evaluation ** Principal member INCLUDED

Deceased estate executor fees above R500 000 evaluation ** Principal member 3%
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Myprotector LegalTech Services

DECEASED ESTATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The built-in deceased estate automation technology linked to your LEGALTECH vault, gives our 
executors the management tools they need to wind-up your affairs in the most efficient and 
cost-effective way possible. Regular 360-degree performance audits ensure that executors are 
giving the best, speediest and most transparent service to your family. The system also has 
built-in links to the High Court documentation process to speed up the winding-up of your 
estate by up to 60%.

EXECUTOR VAULT

This comprehensive and current set of consolidated documentation including, but not limited 
to assurances, bonds, bank accounts, real estate, and other policy benefits are invaluable in 
the winding up of an estate, ensuring that no benefits are left unclaimed and no valuable 
assets are sacrificed to the costs of processing a deceased estate. A consolidated view also 
ensures that all segments of your estate fit together seamlessly with no sectors left 
unattended.

PERSONAL PLANNING STRATEGY

Here's a proven strategy for you to use alongside our estate protector services and LegalTech. 
The guides are designed to help you with whatever life throws at you and our professional 
service team will be on-hand to walk you through your situation or needs. Each solution we 
provide you, gets added to your LegalTech platform for your executor.
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Estate Enhancer Services

myICE EMERGENCY SERVICES

Myprotector offers a unique service to help individuals when they are in an emergency and 
are unable to speak for themselves. This service can be linked to a member's LegalTech vault 
and allows the member to record their critical information so that first responders can access 
the information they need when seconds count.

09
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Deceased Estate Administration Services

FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES

When tragedy strikes, your family will have to manage all your affairs alongside your executor 
and other professionals. Myprotector will provide them with unique services and support, so 
they don't have to worry about what to do and how to manage

MYPROTECTOR ADMINISTRATION PLATFORM 
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Additional Services

SPECIALIST ATTORNEY SERVICES

For member co-payment fee for services, we offer a network of attorneys who can provide 
you with the right specialists to solve the more complicated problems you may face.

24/7 family support centre service ** Principal member INCLUDED

Case manager gets assigned to your family when you pass away ** Principal member INCLUDED

Notification to your listed personal contacts about your passing away ** Principal member INCLUDED

A dossier of completed tasks gets handed to your family ** Principal member INCLUDED

Your financial advisor gets access to ALL your policy information ** Principal member INCLUDED

Your estate executor gets access to ALL your LegalTech information ** Principal member INCLUDED

Notification to your listed employer about your passing away ** Principal member INCLUDED

Link your Heritage work to your family archive ** Principal member INCLUDED

NOTES:

* Non-Myprotector 
attorney fees per annum -

This is any firm of attorneys who are not networked to Myprotector and who offer our members a service as described in the list of services. The legal and 
estate plans provide only for the personal legal matters listed above and once you receive services from an out-of-network attorney, you cannot then use a 
Myprotector attorney for the same matter and visa versa. Myprotector will subsidise the cost of services up to certain maximums per person / per each 
service once-off. There is also a waiting period of 3 months.

** Principal member -
The person who first signs-up to Myprotector and/or distributes the free LegalTech's to other family members. Free LegalTech vaults apply to family 
members (Max 6 users per subscription). 

INCLUDED - The services marked with 'INCLUDED' are provided by Myprotector's inhouse attorneys and consultants OR by our network of attorneys ONLY.

Payer -
The person or organisation who makes the monthly contributions to Myprotector on behalf of a family. If the payer skips the monthly contributions, then 
the result will cause some of the benefits to be closed for all family members.
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Is this you? If you are self-employed with an estate worth 1 Mio and less?

NOTE:

These figure change depending on how much debt 

you have and the value of your estate.

These figure also include the Myprotector benefits 

which are normally not part of an estate’s value, 

however, Myprotector provides these services for FREE.

Example: Based on an estate worth 1 Million

WHAT'S THE COST OF DYING?
Traditional

Deceased estate

Myprotector

Estate Protector

Legal will, Living will and Power of attorney document R6 000 R00 000

Legal will storage R115 R00 000

Executor fees R40 250 R00 000

Conveyancer fees for transferring the property at death R00 000 Threshold

Testamentary trust fees R00 000 R00 000

Masters fees R2 000 R00 000

Advertising fees R1 000 R00 000

Creditors against the estate R30 000 Threshold

Income tax and capital gains Unknown Threshold

Funeral cash pay-out Unknown Threshold

Rates and Tax arrears R00 000 R00 000

Other costs R10 000 R00 000

EXPECTED COST FOR PRINCIPAL MEMBER: R89 365 R00 000

TOTAL COST: R89 365 R00 000



The following rules pertain to the Myprotector LegalTech Vaults and its in-built services:

Contributions

Contributions provide for all the services to all family members.

Contributions are level premium - whole of life (No increases). However, should Myprotector increase the fee, it will be because of legal 

requirements and solvency issues.

Contributions allow for additional LegalTech Vaults for other family members (total of 6).

Contributions must be paid to cover the entire family and must have no breaks in the monthly fee in order that services to be rendered.

If the principal contributor passes away, then another family member must continue with the monthly premiums. The benefit of level premium 

means that the next person’s year on year contribution is more affordable than the last.

The payer does not have to be a member of MP and may pay the contributions on behalf of the family. However, should the payer default, this 

will have the same consequences as if the payer were the principal contributor within the family.

MP is a stand-alone solution and can be incorporated into any other service provider or be bolted onto an existing policy or service a client 

may already be using. 

MP provides the contributing client (main member ONLY) with a 20% Cash forward at death of principal contributor (Comes into effect from 5 

years onward and is paid to a nominated beneficiary to be used for funeral costs or day to day expenses. The benefit is subject to unbroken 

monthly contributions)

Services

All family members benefit from all the services according to the option selected even though 1 contribution is being made.

If a client has their own fiduciary services cover, then they may use MP LegalTech Vaults which  will link their executor and trustee to the clients’    

cloud vault.

MP offers a range of FREE services which are reflected on the services value matrix within this brochure and on the company website. The FREE 

services pertain to LEGAL services, FINANCIAL services, ESTATE services, myICE EMERGENCY services, HERITAGE PRESERVATION services and 

ADMINISTRATION services. There are FREE services relating to the LegalTech Vaults SaaS technology.

All the services marked with 'INCLUDED' are provided by Myprotector's inhouse attorneys and consultants OR by our network of attorneys ONLY.

Fiduciary

For all fiduciary services, MP will need to be appointed as executor and/or trustee within their legal will. This rule applies to all family members. 

MP offers FREE legal will and trust storage for the whole family.

Underwriting

No underwriting is required for MP.

Minimum entry age is 18, maximum entry age is 70.

A simple application form is necessary for membership ONLY. This application form is provided online when signing up to MP.

Myprotector provides further clarification within the agreement document summary online.

Myprotector contribution general overview
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SPECS:

100-GB of storage space 

Data secured by Microsoft cloud technology and Myprotector FinTech 

256-bit Azure AES encryption and is FIPS 140-2 compliant and Myprotector managed 

24/7 system back-ups 

SSL and mySQL database technology 

No Myprotector employee has access to any of your data (unless you legally authorise it)

Myprotector facilitates cloud access to your elected executor when you pass away 

Protected by a Myprotector registration number, security code and verification code

We don't collect any secretive information, pin codes or passwords. We don't hold funds and we 

don't invest funds on your behalf. We simply need to make sure that your family and executor will 

be able to find your essential information when legally winding-up your deceased estate. We will 

ensure that your legacy and testimony is recorded on a family archive and will make sure your 

advisors have what they need to get your policies paid out.
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FULL SERVICE SUITE

SINGLE

R90 p/m



Myprotector Group (Pty) Ltd:
https://www.myprotector.net

How can I help you?
https://www.myprotector.net
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Myprotector is your protector

https://www.myprotector.net/mpsa.php
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